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THE GREEN SHEET 

Ellis Park Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Ellis Park: Summer Meet 2017 
Thirty-First Day: Monday, September 4, 2017 
Post Time: 1:50 P.M. Eastern 
Ellis Park Meet Stats: 247-66-46-52—27%W, 66%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#5)CHILLING SECRET: On the drop; should love two-turn stretch out 
(#8)UNION SALUTE: Dropping in for a dime from special weight company 
(#3)CORRECTAMUNDO: Turf-to-dirt angle has mild appeal; wheeled back 
(#2)LEVANTO(ARG): Never been 2-turns over a “fast” strip; massive drop 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-8-3-2 
 
RACE TWO 
(#3)JURY WISE: Consistent mare gets away from Dixie Lover; fires fresh  
(#7)LA JOLLA D’ORO: Has lacked a winning bid locally of late; blinkers-on 
(#2)CASH DANCE: Fits on class—third start off shelf; mud-aided win 7-28? 
(#8)MISS CHATTY CAT: Turf-to-dirt, route-to-sprint angles appealing 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-7-2-8 
 
RACE THREE 
(#3)HARD FOUGHT: Second behind Sakonnet last time; improved on turf  
(#7)WILD WILL: Chestnut will like extra sixteenth; long layoff a concern 
(#2)THUNDER DOWN UNDER: Chicago invader sports honest turf form 
(#1)TIZ THAT: Plenty of upside in second start; pace factor on stretch out 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-7-2-1 
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RACE FOUR 
(#2)GRANTASTICA: Capable fresh for hot barn; tactical speed a plus  
(#1)PROUD DIXIE: Takes big drop; “Boo Boo” Borel on the fence—9-2 M.L. 
(#6)GREELY’S COMET: Comes running in the lane; tab for a minor award 
(#3)NORTH PRINCESS: Turf-to-dirt angle appealing; like the cut back to 6F  
 
SELECTIONS: 2-1-6-3 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#1)TITFORTAT: Controlling speed on the hedge; she’s very sharp now 
(#8)OUR ADIEU: Likes the weeds in Henderson; dirt-to-turf angle playable 
(#6)MISS DISCREET: Honest form in turf sprints but tries open $5K types 
(#7)EXPLODEN MOONSHINE: 11-time winner has been consistent in 2017 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-8-6-7 
 
RACE SIX 
(#8)PRIMAL: Lone speed can wire field at a price; route race under belt  
(#2)BRO STROLL: Broke maiden versus winners; better on “fast” strip 
(#4)MEMORIAL BLUE: Tighter this time and drops; better on turf ? 
(#1)CONFEDERATE RAGS: Late scratch behind gate last time; fits on class 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-2-4-1 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#7)JING: Just missed the win on debut in Indiana; moves forward for Cox 
(#5)BREAKING BEAUTY: $110K Into Mischief filly sitting on “bullet” work 
(#1)TWO SIPS: Third behind next-out winner in first start; tries turf today 
(#9)LUNA ROSA: Chestnut miss should love two-turns and the turf course 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-5-1-9 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#1)FOUL PLAY: Gets a great pocket trip; bred to love two-turn stretch out 
(#7)SEEMS A FORTUNE: First start off claim for Asmussen; likes to win  
(#10)KITTY UNION: Aired in Indiana maiden score; tries winners today 
(#9)BAY OF PUCK: Consistent filly in the money in 6-of-9 lifetime starts 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-7-10-9 
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RACE NINE 
(#9)LORD REVELSTOKE: Four sharp works since solid debut effort; value 
(#1)CREATIVE CAPITAL: Improving fellow gets a ground-saving trip 
(#6)BURNT BLUFF: Son of Giant’s Causeway is bred to be a turf router 
(#7)ONE DROP: Barn excels with 2YOS and firsters; should relish the grass 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-1-6-7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


